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Abstract: In the today’s world with the remarkable development in computer system, single factor authentication, is no
more examined as secure way to protect our confidential data. It is very simple and easy to guess passwords most often,
they are short and based on subjects close to the user birthdays, partner names, children’s names and they are typically
only letters and can be found via the secret key gathering programs. Multifactor authentication guarantees a higher
level of protection by extending the single authentication factor. Authentication is basically the process of verifying the
identity of a user. Our proposed idea focuses on the implementation of multifactor authentication methods by using
OTP password and image based Password and question based password as gateway for authentication. An attempt has
been made to provide extra layers of security by adding additional passwords.
Keywords: Multifactor Authenticaction; Security; OTP (One Time Password); Graphical Password; Biometric based
authentication.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today security is the main or important issue in every
field. Likewise it is also important in the field of
computer. Use of simple and easy to guess password in
present time, invites the hackers, fraudsters itself to use
your confidential data for wrong purpose. Hackers knew
various techniques to steal your passwords so as to gain
access to your login account. Multifactor verification is a
security process in which confirmation of more than one
password is executed to confirm the authenticity.

New methods are developed one after another for the
providing the security. The most common methods which
are used all over the world are (i) Alphanumeric
passwords, Graphical Password (ii) ATM card or tokens
and (iii) Biometrics authentication like Finger print,
Thumb Impression, Iris recognition, heart beat [6].
Biometric-based authentication is relatively very
expensive as compared to the other ways of authentication.
Alternative to common mode of authentication are
developing for providing the better ways of security [3, 2,
4]. To reduce the risk that the private or confidential data
can be used by somebody else One Time Passwords (OTP)
offers a best alternative for multi factor authentication
systems. In this paper we are proposing a new method in
which we are going to add one more feature to the two
factor authentication. We are combining or integrating the
three techniques i.e one time password, image based
authentication and knowledge based authentication.

Multifactor authentication is a system in which two or
more different factors are integrated to be used to increase
the security level [1]. It act as hindrance layer and make it
more difficult for the unauthorized user to get to the target.
The basic objective of multifactor authentication is to
create a layer of protection and make it more difficult for
an unauthorized person to access the confidential
information. If first security level is cracked or broken by
the attacker, the attacker still has more security levels to
crack to enter the target. Multifactor approval is a system
where in two or more methods are used as a piece of
III. RELATED WORK
conjunction to approve. Using more than one method for
security is very so often called "strong affirmation". In Himika Parmar, Nancy Nainan and Sumaiya
general the multifactor authentication method demands Thaseen[5] they proposed an authentication service that is
various procedures to test the request of the user [7].
image based and eliminates the need for text passwords.
Using the instant messaging service that is available in
internet, user will get the One Time Password (OTP) after
II. EXISTING METHOD
image authentication. By using this OTP user will access
Authentication is the use of one or more mechanisms their personal accounts. The image based authentication
which confirms that you are the authorized user. If the method depends on the user’s ability to recognize preidentity of the human or machine is validated, access is chosen categories from multiple pictures. This paper
granted and if the identity of the user is not validated he or combines the Image based authentication and HMAC
she cannot access the information. Today Security is the which are based one time password to acquire high level
main issue all over the world.
of security in authenticating the user over the internet.
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Dhamija and Perrig [9] proposed a graphical
authentication system which is based on the Hash
Visualization technique [10]. In this technique, the user is
asked to select or choose a certain number of images from
a set of different set of pictures generated by a program.
Then the user will be authenticated by identifying the
preselected images. This technique fails to impress
because the server has to store the various portfolio images
of each user in plain text.

randomly. The user an easily identify the images that are
previously selected by him. This technique is very simple
for the user because there is only one task to be done by
the user and the task is to remember the previously
selected image. After the confirmation, next step is
knowledge based authentication in which user have to
answer the question from the pre-mentioned details. This
technique will provide a high level of security to the user
from the systems to the hand held devices such as mobile
phones. The working of the proposed system is explained
Akula and Devisetty’s algorithm [8] is same as the below with the help of diagram.
technique proposed by Dhamija and Perrig [9]. The
difference is that by using hash algorithm SHA-1, it
Start
produces a 20 byte output by which authentication is more
secure and requires less memory. The authors suggested a
possible future improvement by increasing persistent
Log In User Id
storage and can be implemented over the Internet, cell
phones and PDAs.
First Level:
OTP is generated

Lamport’s method [11] is a one-time password
authentication method and uses a one-way function, but
this method has two practical difficulties: high hash
overhead and the need of resetting the verifier.

Multifactor authentication method, equips customers with
a cost effective way of providing flexible and strong
authentication. However, fraud is still being done with
Two-Factor authentication; it shows that it is not totally
secured. The goal of computer security is to maintain the
integrity and privacy of the information thus can be
obtained by using this authentication technique. The
various proposed factors used in this authentication
method are:

Successful User
Authentication

After getting the OTP, the next step is image based
authentication in which there are multiple images and user
have to choose pre-mentioned one from random set of
multiple images. Every time when the user logs in they are
provided with multiple images that are generated

Authentic
ation Fails

Verif
y

If match
Successful User
Authentication

The process starts when the user tries to login into the
system. As the user enters its username and password he
will get an OTP (One Time Password). An OTP is a set of
characters that can be used as a form of identity for one
time only. Once the password is used, it cannot be used for
any further authentication. The algorithm which is used to
generate OTP is very simple and known as the Lamport’s
Algorithm. One-time password authentication method
changes the verifier every time by sending the present
verifier along with the next verifier. Not only the Lamport
OTP scheme provides effective security for distributed
client/service interactions, but it's also simple to
comprehend and implement.

else

Second Level:
Image Password

i) One Time Password (OTP) Method
ii) Image based Authentication
iii) Knowledge Based Authentication
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IV. PROPOSED METHOD
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Fig.:-Working of the proposed work
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V. FUTURE SCOPE
The future scope of project involves evolving a
mechanism to enhance login security by adding additional
biometric authentication mechanisms. With evolution of
Smart Telephone more and more people tend to access the
applications using their smart phone and these days smart
phones have started coming with fingerprint scanners
which can be incorporated into our application for
enhanced security.
VI. CONCLUSION
The proposed system integrates the security techniques
One Time Password, Image Based Password
Authentication and Knowledge based Authentication.
Using
multi
factor
authentication
mechanisms
automatically enhances the security of the application to a
great extent and makes the application almost hack proof.
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